
Chapter 5268 

 

Nanako blurted out: “Then it’s settled, let’s go on the 5th!” 

“By the way, Odosang, can you come back later? I want to stay in Aurous Hill 
for a few more days.” 

Yuhiko nodded: “It’s up to you.” 

Nanako said happily: “Then it’s a deal!” 

Yuhiko asked her: “Since you want to live longer, do you want to buy a house 
in Aurous Hill?” 

“If you stay in a hotel all the time, I’m afraid it will be too boring.” 

Nanako asked him with wide eyes: “Is it okay, Odo-san? Can we buy a house 
in Aurous Hill?” 

Yuhiko Ito shook his head helplessly: 

“You are the head of the Ito family You have the final say on how the money is 
spent?” 

“That’s great!” Nanako hurriedly said to Tanaka Koichi: “Tanaka-san,” 

“If you have nothing to do, why not leave for Aurous Hill tomorrow morning,” 

“And find a suitable house first.” Koichi Tanaka said without hesitation: 

“No problem, miss, I will leave tomorrow morning.” 

After that, he asked again: “By the way, miss, do you have any requirements 
for the house?” 



Nanako thought for a while and said: “It doesn’t matter if it’s bigger, quieter, 
and remote.” 

“You can’t find a Japanese-style house in Aurous Hill,” 

“But I don’t want that kind of magnificent decoration.” 

“It’s better to be simple and generous. You can buy a few cars by the way,” 

“And choose a few workers from home who are proficient in Chinese and can 
go over to take care of it.” 

Tanaka nodded and said: “Okay miss, then I will choose a good person to 
take with me this time.” 

“After choosing the house, if you need to make any changes, I can start 
immediately.” 

Nanako instructed: “Arrange a private jet, wear a mask and sunglasses all the 
time,” 

“In your current situation, you should minimize your exposure.” 

“In addition, after you arrive in Aurous Hill, you can do things by yourself and 
don’t bother Charlie.” 

Koichi Tanaka respectfully Said: “Okay lady, I will pay attention.” 

Nanako stood up and said excitedly: “Then father and I will wait for your good 
news!” 

After finishing speaking, she turned around and ran out. 

Yuhiko asked loudly from behind: “Nanako, where are you going now?” 

Nanako said without looking back: “I’m going to the Golden Pavilion Temple, 
and asking for a guardian for Charlie!” 



The imperial guards in the Japanese population can almost be equated with 
China’s amulets. 

Yuhiko murmured: “This silly girl, Mr. Wade has great powers,” 

“Why would he need the guardian of the Kinkakuji Temple…” 

“The guardian that the Kinkakuji Temple you ask for may not even be qualified 
to carry Mr. Wade’s shoes.” 

“How can the amulet in the temple protect the dragon…” 

Koichi Tanaka deliberately lowered his voice to the opposite side and said, 

“My lord, you may not know that the guard of the Golden Pavilion Temple is 
actually a token of love for girls.” 

“They will only ask for the guardian there for their sweetheart…” 

“Really?” Yuhiko asked in surprise: “Don’t even the family have the 
qualifications?” 

Hiroshi Tanaka smiled and said, “Young people think that the guardian of 
Kinkakuji Temple,” 

“Can help in marriage, if you want to ask for other things for your family, you 
can change to other temples.” 

Yuhiko was slightly startled, and said with a helpless smile: 

“It’s really a girl who doesn’t want to stay.” 

After finishing speaking, he suddenly thought of something, 

Looked nervously at Koichi Tanaka, and asked, “Tanaka, Nanako is going to 
buy a house in Aurous Hill,” 

“She won’t suddenly decide to settle in China one day, right?” 



“Uh…” Koichi Tanaka scratched his head, Truthfully said: 

“My lord, I think what you said is also possible…Although Mr. Wade is 
married,” 

“I can tell that his feelings for Miss are very special…” 

“Given time, maybe he can have a positive relationship with Miss.” 

“Hey …” Yuhiko sighed: “If she can really get what she wants,” 

“No matter where she lives in the future, I will support her…” 

 


